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War Memorial in Tarapacá, Colombia
”To the Heroes of the Colombian Air Force; who with true courage gave 
the best of themselves; flying with their noble aircraft over river and jungle. 
Declaring over our Amazonia with the sound of their motors the sovereignty 
of our country during the war with Peru.”   - Wikipedia/Wikimedia

Colombia
Coat of Arms

Peru
Coat of Arms

Inverted overprint

A territorial dispute between Colombia and Peru resulted in armed conflict 
between the two countries. In an attempt to defuse the combat, Colombia and 
Peru agreed to arbitration by the League of Nations. The League appointed 
three member nations as a committee to make a recommendation on what the 
League’s action should be. The committee recommended a ‘Commission for 
the Administration of the Territory of Leticia’. Each side’s military forces were 
withdrawn and a neutral force under the Commission’s supervision policed the 
disputed area. This was the earliest use of a military force, under international 
control, for peace-keeping purposes. 

Official service mail to and from the Commission is scarce due to the 
short period of the Commission’s existence and its remote location. 

Twenty-six examples of service mail are currently recorded.

This work is dedicated to the memory of Richard (Dick) Powers, a student of 
international peace organizations and longtime editor of ‘The Journal’ of the 
United Nations Philatelists. He shared his passion and unending research for 
the benefit of us who are also interested in, and those studying, the subjects of 
peace organizations and the people who built them.
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Military Airmail and Express Mail service route during war
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Outgoing Leticia Commission Mail

Outgoing Commission mail was mainly routed from Leticia by 
diplomatic pouch through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bogotá.
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Bogotá, Colombia

Outgoing Commission Mail via Colombian Ministry of Foreign Affairs - Bogotá, Colombia

Outgoing Commission Mail via airmail - Leticia, Colombia

Outgoing Commission mail was also routed on occasion through the 
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications in Bogotá but not often.

“Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
Administration for Mail of Bogotá

( Date )
Dispatch Department

for Official Correspondence”

“Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications of Bogotá

( Date )
Department of

Official Correspondence”

Outgoing Commission Mail via Colombian Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications - Bogotá, Colombia

Telecommunications Ministry
Bogotá, Colombia

“via Seaplane”

POR HIDROAVION
“Airmail Service

Official communication”
(SCADTA)

CORREO  AEREO
Oficial - mancomún

Initially, there were no military forces in Leticia and therefore, no military 
markings on mail originating from the port city or Commission. The only markings 
designating how mail left Leticia are a two line official airmail handstamp or a 
single line handstamp declaring the cover was transported via seaplane.

CORRESPONDENCIA OFICIAL
SECCION  G*

MINISTERIO DE CORREOS Y TELEGRAFOS
BOGOTA

1  -  MAY  1934

“Ministry of Foreign Affairs”

35 mm diameter - Seal
Red or Magenta



Incoming Leticia Commission Mail
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Prior to the war, Leticia mail went by boat along the Amazon to 
Iquitos, Peru. In September, this mail route was discontinued 
and in October, the Colombian military began a Military 
Airmail service to carry mail between Leticia and Bogotá. 
Commission mail to Pan American member countries used a 
boxed handstamp indicating the mail was sent postage paid.

Mail to and from the Commission relied on diplomatic pouch and a military 
airmail and express mail service, begun in October 1932 specifically to transfer 
mail to and from Leticia. Evidence for the military courier lies in the Military 
Airmail and Express markings found on mail. These military airmail and express 
marking were used into 1935, long after the commission ended in mid-1934.

Mail Route before the War Began

Incoming Commission Mail via Colombian diplomatic pouch - Bogotá, Colombia

“Military Airmail Service”
“Bogotá”

“Military Express Mail Service”
“Bogotá”

“Military Express Mail Service”
“Leticia”

Amazon River route from
Iquitos, Peru prior to war

100 Miles



Postal Markings

The Leticia Commission maintained three handstamp devices, one seal 
and two daters, to identify mail originating from its offices in Leticia. 
Although used mainly on outgoing mail, two of these hand stamps 
(daters) may also be found as receiving markings on incoming mail.

43 mm diameter - seal
Small stars / no date
Magenta or Black

“League of Nations
Administrative Commission

for the Territory of Leticia
Republic of Colombia”

47 mm diameter - dater
Large stars / with date

Magenta

“League of Nations
Administrative Commission

for the Territory of Leticia
Republic of Colombia”

“League of Nations
Administrative Commission

for the Territory of Leticia
Republic of Colombia”

36 mm diameter - dater
Double ring

Black

The secretary’s office for the Commission in 
Leticia used a four line origin hand stamp.

Carlos GARCIA - PALACIOS
Secretario de la Comisiôn

de Administratiôn del
Territorio de Leticia.

“Carlos Garcia-Palacios
Secretary of the Commission

for the administration of
the Territory of Leticia”
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Pan American Union Headquarters Pan Am Postal Union

The Pan American Union was formed in 1890 to promote cooperation among the countries 
of Latin America, Spain and the United States. The organization allowed member countries 
to utilize the respective postal systems free of charge for official first class mail between 
member states. A boxed handstamp applied to Leticia Commission mail indicated the letter 
was being sent ‘postage paid’ under the rules of the Pan American Union postal convention. 

Only mail to Pan American Union member countries was granted this franking privilege. 
Mail to non-member countries was charged standard postage rates. Although to member 
nations, additional services such as airmail or registration were also charged postage fess.

Pan American Union Headquarters penalty mail, Washington, D.C. to Denver, Colorado, U.S.A., 16 April 1935
Parcel cut, penalty indicia (text) paid first class postage, airmail service surcharge 6¢ per oz (10 x 6¢ = 60¢)

“Colombia - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Official Correspondence

Pan American Postal Franking”

FRANQUICIA   PANAMERICANA
LIBRE DE PORTE

“Pan American Postal Franking
Free of Charge”

Postal Markings

Colombia - Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
CORRESPONDENCIA OFICIAL

Franquicia Postal Panamericana



Mail Census

A personal letter from a commission member indicates the flight schedule for mail 
was every two weeks. Tracking mailing dates is difficult at best as many transit or 
destination points are not marked with dates of receipt. We do however find that 
covers are reasonably spaced time-wise to reflect this schedule. The last cover does 
have transit dates which help to understand the route and transit time one way, from 
Geneva to Leticia. Mailed on May 30th, it arrived in Leticia on 12 June - 14 days.
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Cover census of 1933

Month Origin Via Via Military Destination

July Leticia Bogotá - 18 July Bogotá Switzerland

August Leticia Bogotá - 3 Aug USA

November Washington, D.C. - 20 Nov Bogotá - 24 Nov Bogotá - 25 Nov Leticia

November Geneva - 21 Nov Barranquilla - 4 Dec Leticia

November Geneva - 30 Nov Barranquilla - 14 Dec
Bogotá - 15 Dec

Bogotá - 17 Dec Leticia

December Leticia Bogotá - 16 Dec Chile

December Leticia Bogotá - 27 Dec Chile

December Leticia Bogotá - 27 Dec USA

December Geneva - 30 Dec Barranquilla - 15 Jan 34 Bogotá - 17 Jan 34 Leticia

December Geneva - 30 Dec Barranquilla - 15 Jan 34 Bogotá - 17 Jan 34 Leticia

Month Origin Via Via Military Destination

January Leticia - 9 Jan Bogotá - 14 Jan Switzerland

January Leticia - 9 Jan Bogotá - 14 Jan USA

February Leticia - 9 Feb Bogotá - 23 Feb Switzerland

February Geneva - 22 Feb Barranquilla - 3 Mar Bogotá - 7 Feb Leticia - 20 Mar

March Leticia - Unknown Bogotá - 3 Mar USA

March Leticia 18 March Chile

March Geneva - 23 Mar Barranquilla - 2 Apr Bogotá - 6 Apr Leticia - 7 Apr

April Leticia - 4 Apr Bogotá - 1 May
Barranquilla - 5 May

Switzerland

April Manaos, Brazil - 13 Apr Manaos - 17 Apr Leticia - 19 May

April Leticia - 17 Apr Bogotá

May Leticia - 15 May Bogotá - 2? May Switzerland

May Leticia - 19 May Bogotá - 2 Jun
Santiago - 27 June

Chile - 28 June

May Leticia - 19 May Bogotá - 2 Jun USA

May Leticia - 19 May Bogotá - 2 Jun Switzerland

May Leticia - 19 May Chile

May Geneva - 30 May Barranquilla - 4 Jun Bogotá - 8 Jun
Leticia - 12 Jun

Leticia

Cover census of 1934



Contributors

Without contributors, nothing is possible. My personal thanks are extended to each of the following as they have 
been kind enough to share their time and effort to assist me in building this study. Thank you all...

Contributors:
Abegg, Josef
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
Billion, Jan
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
Brender, Hubert
 The League of Nations, Historical Prerequisites for Organization and Activities  (philatelic exhibit)
Crain, Larry
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
Clement, Blanton
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
van Deutekom, Anton
 League of Nations Philately  (personal correspondence)
Friedman, Debby
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
Galletti, Greg
 A Special Study - The History of the League of Nations  (philatelic exhibit)
  (http://www.unpi.com/exhibit_view_frame.asp?intExhibitNumber=1&intCurrentFrameNumber=1)
Hauptmann, Hartmut
 League of Nations Philately  (personal correspondence)
Kiefer, Michael
 Leticia Philately  (personal correspondence)
Koopman, Ap
 Colombia/Peru - The Leticia Conflict, LACA Exhibition 1999
Van Laere, Roger
 Peruvian Philately  (personal correspondence)
Myers, Thomas
 Colombian Philately  (personal correspondence)
Powers, Richard
 Leticia - A League of Nations Success Story, UNP Journal, Volume 22, number 5, page 9
Radzuweit, Thomas
 Development of the United Nations - From the League to the United Nations  (philatelic exhibit)
  (https://sites.google.com/site/voelkerbunduno/)
Struble, George
 The League of Nations in Leticia, Tell, Volume LXII, number 1, page 1
 SCADTA Flights  (personal correspondence)
 SCADTA Flights from and to Switzerland  (philatelic exhibit)
  (http://www.willamette.edu/~gstruble/phila.htm)
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Comments and Corrections:
Comments to improve the census are welcome. Please send email to the editor at: fran . adams @ gmail . com.
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Copyright and Attributions

Copyright and Attributions:
Materials and data, including design, text, graphics, files, and selection and arrangement thereof, collectively known 
as ‘content’, are protected: copyright ©2016, all by fran adams, with all rights reserved internationally.

a.) All images and designs from postage stamps and materials are copyright of their respective issuing authorities 
(national postal services as named in the material designs). Copyright concerning presentation of these images is 
observed. Display of used (cancelled) stamps is not restricted. Mint (un-cancelled) stamps have been “altered” 
using a graphic overlay to obliterate a portion of the design to help prevent counterfeiting.

b.) Images of envelopes or letters included in this study are the personal property of the individual owner/contributors 
and used with their express permission or were obtained from public sources which are also acknowledged.

c.) Text of articles included in this study are the personal property of the individual owner/contributors and used with 
their express permission or permission obtained from the journal of original publication and are also acknowledged.

d.) Photographs without direct attribution are from Wikimedia and distributed royalty and copyright free.

e.) External web sites are the property of entities named by the individual web site. We make no claims of copyright 
ownership for external web sites, nor do we exercise control or responsibility for the content or use of those sites.

f.) The names and logos of the United Nations Philatelists, Inc., the Internationale Vereinigung für UNO-Philatelie, 
Corinphila Auktionen AG, and eBay Inc. are copyrighted and may be registered trademarks. Additional organization 
names and logos may be registered and/or trademarked and all are hereby acknowledged.

g.) This digital reference is produced on an Apple iMac using Mac OS X operating system and Safari web browser, 
Adobe Acrobat, In-Design and Photoshop Elements software. All are trademarked and hereby acknowledged.

You may print portions of this digital philatelic reference for the sole purpose of informational (as provided for in 
the “fair-use doctrine” Section 110 [5] of the Copyright Act of 1976, and 17 USCS Sect. 107) and non-commercial, 
personal use only, provided all copyright or proprietary notices remain intact. All other use, including any commercial 
use, reproduction for purposes other than described above, modification, distribution, re-publication, display, or 
performance, digital or otherwise, without the prior written permission of fran adams is strictly prohibited.

Memorial to the Colombian military in honor of those who died in the Leticia conflict


